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Scouting Report: QB Lamar Jackson, Louisville 

*Our QB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked Wonderlic test 

results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

 

There’s an odd dichotomy taking place with current Lamar Jackson scouting. I usually see the negative 

take, the one echoed by the supposed ‘smart’ scouts – that Jackson is the wrong style and size for the 

NFL and that he will never make it as a QB in the NFL. Sometimes that theory also adds “He should move 

to WR” as part of the outlook. But then I turn around and see a lot of early mock drafts with Jackson as a 

projected late 1st-round pick…as a QB? 

It’s an interesting dilemma for the NFL…logic says the run-first, smaller/thinner-framed QBs won’t hold 

up and aren’t worth taking, and NFL teams do not run offenses that work with this QB style anyway…so, 

who wants him? On the other hand, Deshaun Watson just had a teaser amount of NFL games that made 

him an early inductee in the NFL Hall of Fame for the media and fans – what if Jackson, who plays with a 

similar style, could do similar things? There will be a gravitational pull to some degree because of what 

Deshaun just did in his brief debut. 

Before we figure out his status and value for the draft, the question is – can he even play/succeed at the 

next level? Is he anywhere near what Deshaun Watson’s capabilities are? I think the answer is that he’s 

better than Watson in some respects, and way behind him in others…and that overall Jackson could 

work in the NFL. 

I think the people criticizing him as a ‘bad’ quarterback and harping on ‘just look at his completion 

percentages’ (57.0% in his college career) are using one reality to judge him, when another exists. No, 

Lamar Jackson is not Tom Brady or Aaron Rodgers. He’ll never be. Jackson is not going to sit back in the 

pocket, run a traditional timing pass or multiple-read passing game and take a team to multiple Super 

Bowls while throwing for 70% accuracy.  

What Jackson could do is a version of what Deshaun Jackson did in 2017…when Watson tried to run the 

offense like Tom Savage was running it – it was a mess. Watson is not a very good traditional pocket 

passer. He makes the typical mistakes a college spread QB makes in the NFL…stares down one receiver 

and is poor throwing the ball over the middle/in traffic. After his first start, Houston just went all-in on 

putting Watson in the spread offense…and NFL defenses acted like they’d never seen such a 

thing…because they hadn’t. Watson put up some eye-popping numbers as a spread QB in the NFL. 

Watson was making his run-fake and then looking at his first option and then throwing to option 1 or 

taking off to run or to buy time for a deeper throw. It’s a style that Colin Kaepernick worked and did fine 

with…he’s just hated (nor am I a fan), but what he does doesn’t look like Tom Brady, so we collectively 

tend to discount it – and I’m the leader of that band. I hate the runner-passer for the NFL because I 

prefer my QBs like Tom Brady. I’ll take Russell Wilson’s hybrid version of a runner-passer because 
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Wilson can pocket pass like Brady if he fully focuses on doing so. Pure runner-throwers like RG3, 

Kaepernick, Johnny Manziel, Cam Newton, Deshaun Watson…it’s not my style. But that bias is my 

problem – doesn’t mean it can’t work in the NFL. 

Lamar Jackson has all the attributes of Deshaun Watson… runner-thrower, spread RPO (run pass 

option) successful ACC quarterbacks. Watson won a national championship, but Jackson won a Heisman. 

Watson is a little more accurate a passer…Jackson is the more lethal runner. AND the more lethal a 

runner you are, the more time you’re afforded to be an NFL passer…teams fear rushing after mobile QBs 

because they might spring loose for a long run. You don’t have to be Tom Brady if you’re freezing 

defenses for extra time to throw because of the abject fear you’ll take off and run.  

I watched/studied Lamar Jackson tape in 2017 and deeper in 2018…and I see the same guy with the 

same flaws and upside. He has a stronger arm than he’s given credit for and he’s a lot more accurate 

than he’s given credit for…he just plays a loose, playmaking style with a lot of flimsy college WRs. 

Sometimes, in the midst of scrambling, playmaking…Jackson throws the ball off the mark. He gets killed 

for an errant pass, while everyone ignores that he’s lethal with his feet to make up for any deficiency as 

a passer…50 rushing TDs in 38 career college games. 20 games with 100+ rushing yards in his last 28 

games. He might average a mediocre 250 yards passing…but why should we ignore the 125+ yards 

rushing per game? So, a high-end traditional QB throws for 300+ yards in a game in college…why is that 

so much better than Jackson combining for 350–400 yards running-passing? 

Lamar Jackson can play/work in the NFL… can play/work in the NFL…if he is given a chance, but the odds 

are that he will be are low. The storyline is already being pre-written. No one suggested Deshaun 

Watson or DeShone Kizer move to WR…but they’re already talking that way about Jackson – which 

means the NFL will follow/fear the football media and analysts (who are always wrong). If a team has 

Jackson, the second he throws a ‘bad’ interception…speculation will run that ‘he’s not meant for this’. 

When Jameis Winston floundered his final year of college with several awful turnovers…he just ‘needed 

to clean that up’, according to the experts who had already made their minds up on Winston. Jameis got 

grace (excuses) because he was ‘accepted’…ditto Blake Bortles early in his career. The media cover 

pushes NFL teams to give the Winstons of the world um-teen chances no matter how poorly they play. 

Head coaches will be fired, coordinators will change almost yearly…all blamed when Winston fails. If 

Jackson gets a shot at the NFL…any struggles will be on him and how he’s not the right style for the NFL. 

It's just the way it works in the NFL. Jackson would have to go to the right place with the right coach at 

the right time to get a fair shake. The odds are he’ll go to a team that tries to change his style and then it 

never works as expected.  

Jackson was having a great 2017 season pre-bowl game. He was tracking over 60% completions. He cut 

his interceptions to just six in 12 games…25 TDs/6 INTs passing with 17 rushing TDs. And then his bowl 

game versus Mississippi State was a season stat killer, Jackson had 2 TDs/4 INTs…and everyone went 

nuts about the 4 INTs as confirmation that Jackson wasn’t ready for the NFL. Louisville wasn’t outclassed 

versus Mississippi State. Louisville led by 7 points heading into the 4th quarter. One of Jackson’s INTs 
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was a tipped pass up into the air for a pick. Another, the WR ran the wrong route/made the wrong break 

and the pass went right into the defender’s hands.  

Jackson didn’t have a shining moment versus Mississippi State in his final game/bowl game, but he 

wasn’t as dreadful as advertised. He did rush for 158 yards and a score. He did throw 2 TDs passes as 

well. They were winning the game most of the way. Yet, people are going to use it to further the 

narrative they’ve already built.  

Jackson has an acceptable size (6′2″/210+), and is muscular but thinner-framed, not thick. That size is an 

injury concern for sure at the next level, as a frequent runner. It will be an excuse/a hit to his prospect 

status…but I’d say an NFL team either buys all the way in or walks away. A team buying in should let him 

do his thing and have a similar backup to take over as needed. Don’t back up Lamar Jackson with a 

traditional pocket passer. Give into the spread. No NFL team really does run the spread because all the 

coaches and O-Cs are establishment/not from recent college stints, so Jackson is not likely to have the 

freedom he needs in the pros walking in in 2018.  

Jackson doesn’t have a personal background conservative coaches and owners are going to like either. 

He has wild-looking hair at times. He got into a minor thing where he was supporting a jailed rap singer. 

He is affable but not elegant on the mic at a press conference. There’s not enough for teams to fall head 

over heels in love with here…not enough to get unconditional support for years for his unconventional 

style. Jackson is going to have to prove himself fast or he’s going to be barred from opportunity because 

the NFL doesn’t know what to do with him.  

Jackson has a pretty solid background. Seems like a good kid any time I’ve watched him interviewed and 

researched his background. He has NFL size and arm strength with high-end running skills. He’s 

combined for 57 TD passes/19 INTs as a passer the past two seasons…plus another 39 rushing TDs. He 

has gifts to be used, explored in the NFL. I think he can succeed in the right environment…I just don’t 

think it’s an environment he’ll ever find. If he does…he’ll be an interesting runner-passer that confuses 

NFL defenses not ready for it.  

If I had to bet, I’d bet against Jackson making big in the NFL for very long. He might have a blip. He has 

some star potential, but he also has too many ‘red flags’ to deal with. A team has to make a real 

investment here, and I don’t think today’s NFL teams have time or the infrastructure for ‘investments’ in 

mobile QBs…too many other talented guys pouring in from the college ranks.     

 

Lamar Jackson, Through the Lens of Our QB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Jackson creates a huge debate over what’s more telling, important in a college QB’s output and 

performance when looking ahead to the NFL – is it completion percentage or TD output? Do you want to 
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score lots of points with some rough spots or look super-efficient but not as high scoring? It sounds like 

a silly debate, but that’s really at the heart of a Lamar Jackson debate. 

Jackson has generated 96 TDs through ground or air in the past two seasons. 26 games…3.7 TDs per 

game. He’s also been under 60% completion percentage in a game 14 of those last 26 games. He’s also 

fumbled the ball 17 times, losing 8 of them. His style is going to lead to a lot of breathtaking plays and a 

lot of costly turnovers or missed opportunities.  

It kinda comes down to – if you’re going to be a ‘C’ student…what’s the better path to being that? Let’s 

say you took 40 classes and were going to get a 2.0 GPA/a ‘C’ average. Would you rather have a ‘C’ in 

every class you took…40 ‘Cs’ across the board? Or would you rather have an even split of 20 ‘Bs’ and 20 

‘Ds’ to get to your ‘C’ average? Would you even opt for 20 ‘As’ and 20 ‘Fs’ (forget that ‘F’ means you 

didn’t pass the class)? If at the end of the 40 classes, if you would get the same college degree and have 

an exact 2.0…which of those three paths to 2.0 would you take?  

What if I turned it around and asked…if you had to hire an employee sight unseen/not interviewing 

them, just based on the three possibilities…three candidates – one with the 40 Cs or the 20/20 Bs and Ds 

or the 20/20 As and Fs…which would you chose? Seriously. The answer is fascinating and can go in all 

different directions of logic.  

You might end up with “I’d take the 20/20 As and Fs person and hope I could coach the Fs away and 

hang on to the As.” The NFL doesn’t work that way. They live in abject fear of Fs. They’d rather lose 

gracefully with Cs (Ryan Tannehill, Jay Cutler, Tyrod Taylor) than have to deal with the unpredictability 

of the As-Fs extremes. The NFL likes the stability of Cs…and they think that no matter how many Cs keep 

happening…that someday they’ll make that proven ‘C’ an ‘A’…but they never do. All-time Cs are almost 

always Cs for life.  

Lamar Jackson might be an ‘A’ or he might be an ‘F’ for the NFL.  

Vince Young was laughed out of the league because he was too sloppy a passer and not built to be an 

NFL QB (so they said). However, he had a 30-17 record and never had a losing season as a starter for the 

Titans with Jeff Fisher as head coach for five years…but Vince Young was thought to be a ‘bad’ QB. Jay 

Cutler has had two winning seasons in 12 years in the NFL…and they will drag him out of retirement 

next year if they can because ‘big arm’…Cutler looks like what a QB is supposed to look like – pocket 

passing, cannon-armed. Who cares if he throws it to the other team all the time? The NFL takes the 40 

‘Cs’ approach all the time.  

 

Measurables projections… 

A lot of Jackson’s future will be determined by his measurables…most notable his height and 40-time 

along with three-cone.  
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I fear, for Jackson’s sake, he’s going to come in under 6′2″ (like 6′1.8″) and people are going to freak out 

and use that to further denigrate him. In reality, the big numbers to watch are his speed times. If 

Jackson is a 4.60 runner with a 6.90 three-cone – below average for a WR or RB prospect – then any 

hype balloon will be popped. He wouldn’t translate as a special mobile QB runner. However, if he comes 

in with like a 4.48 40-time and 6.75 three-cone…look out – high-end runner numbers for a QB, and the 

WR ‘translation’ story has additional merit. 

We early project him in the 4.55 range 40-time and 6.85 three-cone.  

 

The Historical QB Prospects to Whom Lamar Jackson Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

Jackson compares with the typical collection of high-functioning college runner-passers of the past. 

Some of those who made it to the NFL had moments. Michael Vick made things happen in the NFL when 

coaches gave him the unconditional love/push to do what he does…but eventually, Vick would make as 

many/more mistakes as highlight reel plays…and it wears thin quickly in the NFL. Jackson might be 

headed down that same course if he gets a shot. 

  

QB-
Score 

QB Yr College H W Adj 
Comp 

Pct 

Adj Yds 
per 

Comp 

Adj 
Pass 

per TD 

Adj 
Pass 

Per INT 

6.087 Jackson, Lamar 2018 Louisville 74.5 211 55.5% 13.8 20.4 38.8 

6.637 Taylor, Tyrod 2011 Virginia Tech 72.8 216 59.6% 13.3 13.8 49.2 

0.222 Vick, Michael 2001 Virginia Tech 73.0 205 53.5% 16.0 24.7 31.1 

5.517 Scott, Matt 2013 Arizona 74.1 202 59.5% 12.4 20.4 31.2 

6.164 Dobbs, Josh 2017 Tennessee 75.2 216 60.7% 12.0 17.5 27.6 

-0.176 Webb, Joe 2010 UAB 74.6 223 54.6% 10.8 16.0 26.0 

1.011 Davis, Matt 2017 SMU 72.2 212 54.9% 13.0 19.2 31.6 

 

*“Adj” = A view of adjusted college output in our system…adjusted for strength of opponent. 

**A score of 8.5+ is where we see a stronger correlation of QBs going on to become NFL good-to-great. 

A scouting score of 9.5+ is rarefied air—higher potential for becoming great-to-elite.  

QBs scoring 6.0–8.0 are finding more success in the new passing era of the NFL (2014–on). Depending 

upon the system and surrounding weapons, a 6.0–8.0 rated QB can do fine in today’s NFL—with the 

right circumstances…but they are not ‘the next Tom Brady’ guys, just NFL-useful guys.  
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2018 NFL Draft Outlook: 

In early January, you see Jackson projected top 50, often late 1st round…I think somewhat pushed on 

the name appeal/value. Most mock drafters do not have the full size and scope of all the great prospects 

in January, so ‘names’ are usually pushed way too highly. I don’t foresee Jackson cracking the 1st round 

unless he runs a shocking 40-time and three-cone. We’d project him 2nd round. 

If I were an NFL GM…I’d skip on Jackson because I prefer traditional pocket QBs. However, if I were the 

Houston Texans, I’d draft Jackson in the early 2nd round to be my Deshaun Watson contingency plan. 

There would be no loss of offensive style and continuity if Watson got hurt. Ditto for Carolina. However, 

every time I suggest teams do this…they end up doing what the Titans do – backing up Marcus Mariota 

with Matt Cassel. Cam Newton with Derek Anderson. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

It all depends on if Jackson arrives at an NFL team with purpose or to be a developed backup…and what 

offense he ends up with. He can succeed in the RPO-spread, and he’ll certainly fail in a traditional 

offense.  

He likely gets chances here and there over time, has moments, but never becomes a true star and kicks 

around the league as a starter/backup for a while. He never finds a real home/fit and is underutilized 

and only teases with flashes of special but never ends up a consistent starter/winner/face of franchise. 
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